






E te Whānau 
Whāia te mātauranga kia mārama
Kia whai take ngā mahi katoa 
Tū māia, tū kaha
Aroha atu, aroha mai 
Tātou i a tātou katoa

To everyone gathered
Seek knowledge for understanding
Have purpose in all that you do
Stand tall, be strong
Let us show respect
For each other







Our mission is to improve the 

lives of vulnerable people by 

mobilising the power of 

humanity and enhancing 

community resilience.

Ka mua, ka muri.
Walking backwards into the future



Youth Engagement Survey (2019) 
with 853 respondents

10 focus groups across the country

Interviews with 40 external 
organisations

Review of domestic and global 
literature

Survey of members and volunteers







Participants expressed 
desire for collaborative, inclusive 
relationships with humanitarian organisations.

While overall sense of belonging was 
high, participants reported feelings of isolation 
due to their social identities

Feelings of isolation were prevalent prior 
to COVID- 19

Members reported wanting to better understand 
the issues that matter to young people



6-hour course delivered to groups 
of young people 15-30

Aimed at those with strong 
personal resilience

Aims to improve lives by 
enhancing participants’ abilities to 
support their peers, families and 
communities.

September 2021 - present



Overall value: 86%

Post-course confidence in psychosocial support: 
71% vs. 50% pre-course

Post-course confidence in identifying distress: 
74% vs. 52% pre-course

Post-course awareness of mental health 
and wellbeing services:
79% vs. 40% pre-course

Post-course interest in 
volunteering: 34%



Reimaging Volunteering Survey 
(2021) with 1011 respondents.

54% of respondents were part of 
NZRC and 46% had no relationship 
with NZRC

13 focus groups across the country

Review of domestic and global 
literature



Participants were motivated to volunteer when:

They felt concerned about the group they were 
serving

They could do something for a cause that was 
important to them

Participants were most likely to consider 
volunteering in local humanitarian and disaster 
response work with New Zealand Red Cross.

Primary barriers to volunteering were 
time and availability



Outcome 1: Increased Inclusiveness - We will be a vibrant 
and open organisation, whose people reflect and celebrate 
the diverse communities in which we live and work

Outcome 2: Effective Leadership and Structure - We will 
employ structures, practices and tools that will develop and 
equip effective local volunteer leadership.

Outcome 3: Impactful Membership and Volunteering - We 
will have meaningful, impactful opportunities that attract 
people to our mission and align with people’s lifestyles and 
motivations to volunteer.

Outcome 4: Meaningful Recognition and Support - We will 
value, equip and support our people to make a meaningful 
contribution to improving the lives of vulnerable people.



Realising 2030 operating model review created a 
People Experience & Support group, and within it   
Membership & Volunteering directorate with 
overarching responsibility of the member and 
volunteer experience

The Group structure started 1 Feb 2022, and the 
directorate structure came to life on 1 Feb 2023.

Accountability for the four outcomes is built into 
the newly established roles, and work has started 
to begin building consensus across the various 
programme areas on volunteer management 
practices.





Kia whakairia te tapu

Kia wātea ai te ara

Kia turuki whakataha ai

Haumi e, hui e, tāiki! e!

Restrictions are moved aside

So the pathway is clear

To return to everyday activities

Uniting as one,

uniting in conscious thought!
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